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ARABIAN RACING IN COLORADO: SUMMER 2020
Here’s what we can reasonably expect for the Arabians at Arapahoe Park in 2020. First, 
purses will most likely not change. Although there is a sincere desire by the track to see 
them go up, it isn’t very feasible for that to happen. The track recovered from a million-
dollar overpayment that happened the year before last, and then we ended up last year 
with a $37,000 overpayment. The horsemen can’t expect the track to continue loaning 
the purse fund money out of their own pocket to keep our purse structure up.  

Unfortunately, Arapahoe Park did not get the sports betting revenue to help boost purses 
after it was blocked by the casinos. Additionally, the Florida dog tracks will be forced to 
shut down this year, which will affect our simulcast revenues. It’s too soon to tell if the 
dog track bettors will switch over to horses, but track management will be cautious 
about counting on revenues that may not be available. The live meet does very little to 
help the horsemen’s purse fund, so we’re dependent on things that are pretty much out 
of our control. 

Now for the good news. Right now, the track is concerned about the number of horses 
that will show up at the meet. There is a shortage of horses throughout the country and 
that is not going to change, so tracks are competing for horses in order to run their meets 
(an advantage to Arabians in being able to help this meet). Prairie Meadows is running a 
mixed meet this year with much better purses for Quarter Horses. As a result, payments 
for the Colorado Quarter Horse futurities are way down, indicating that some of them 
will be moving from Colorado to Prairie Meadows this year. As for the Thoroughbreds, 
Arizona Downs has closed in Prescott and a few of those trainers have indicated they 
want to come to Denver. The bottom line is that Arapahoe Park will likely have about the 
same number of horses and will likely struggle to fill races. That is good for Arabians 
because we’re needed to help fill races. 

At this point we can count on three stakes races sponsored by the Emirates Airlines 
group with $5,000 added to each race. We also have some ARC money that will be 
added to select condition races. We’re working with a sponsor who may be willing to add 



money to all the other Arabian races instead of funding one big stakes race. It would be a 
great help for all of the Arabians, but hasn’t yet been (and perhaps may not be) finalized. 

It is important to understand that our meet is focused on ensuring that everyone has a 
chance to succeed and pay their bills. With that said, we have not focused on high dollar 
allowance and stakes races that only pay well for the best horses. There is a place for 
those kinds of races with high dollar sponsors that spotlight Arabian racing. We all need 
to support them when possible. However, our meet doesn’t have those kinds of purses 
and our best product is competitive fields that increase our handles because people want 
to bet our races. That means we need to write our races in such a way that everyone gets 
races that fit their horses’ abilities. For Arabians we expect mostly maidens and condition 
horses. We can’t afford to benefit just a few at the expense of losing many others who 
don’t get good, competitive races for their horses. 

It is also important to evaluate the costs associated with racing in Colorado. Our 
insurance costs are much less in Colorado than other venues. Our hay and bedding costs 
are also much cheaper, as well as gallop hands and pony people. When owners and 
trainers are comparing the bottom line for expenses versus potential earnings, they 
should consider that we may be racing for lower purses but our costs can be much less. 
Owners would be wise to analyze all expenses including shipping and trainer’s fees. We 
do have a number of trainers who have the ability to take on more horses at a very 
reasonable rate. 

One of the best reasons for spending a beautiful summer in Colorado is the Arabian 
horsemen who have maintained a tight-knit group that works well together and really 
enjoys racing. Shannon Rushton, the acting racing secretary this year, has made it clear 
that he will give us as many races as we can fill with competitive fields. This wasn’t 
reflected in the first condition book because he simply duplicated the races offered in last 
year’s first book. Our races and extras will reflect the conditions for the Arabians that 
show up, and the new books will reflect those numbers going forward. Last summer we 
did extremely well with relatively few horses.  

Race the Rockies! Come to run! We’re still rebuilding in Colorado and you can play a part 
in GROWING Arabian racing. We will give your horses ample opportunities to run and all 
of us will have a great summer with a lot of fun. 
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